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than an increase in size ; having during all this time spared by the insect, for it grows as well as if no 
worn the same dress and preserved the same form, thing had happened. ■
From the fact of their exit at the places where In contemplating the painful scenes of slaughte 
they first entered the earth, it may be inferred that often acted before us, we wight no o awco
their descent and ascent through the ground are elusions at variance with Infinite mom a ”
perpendicular. The depth to which they go is volence. “It is a part we see, and not the whole
uncertain: they have been dug up near the bottom —and yet we may see enough o conv
of deep wells, and have not unfrequently appeared this state of things tends to main am ia ‘ 
in their ascent, in the cellars of houses, erected j creation, which is essential to t ie we a ry
where trees had previously stood. At their last] part, and we may safely in er t at in R , ’
periodical return in 1B17, I first observed them “ all partial evil is universal gooe. - ,
coming up about the middle of the 5th month. On j creation is linked together, am ear, pa 
the 25th of the same month they made their ap- ] not for itself alone, but to contribute to the bin -ht 
peafance in great numbers, after a warm rain. The i and success oi an extended plan a cmi • . >
particular moment of their ascent depends much on the kingdoms of nature, and all t e ami

I the state of the weather, and in this they manifest earth.
Neither is proud man, though lord of creation* 

exempted from the univeral law of that nature of 
which he forms a link. He too has his checks -
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CONCLUDED.
To point out the extent, of the Animal Kingdom 

on our globe, is no more within the finite powers of 
man, than to count the myriads of worlds diffused

1

by the aid of glasses, a new world of beings, which coming up 
the human eye has never seen, nor the ear heard. In 
a single drop of water are perceived a thousand or
ganized bodies ; and improvements in the micro
scope may hereafter reveal thousands more, to which . me me ec..,..e., .......» -----------
the former may appear like graat whales sporting ini a surprising instinctive knowledge, on which their 
the waves of the ocean ! I preservation or destruction turns ; for to rid them-

The study of animated nature, besides being in-i selves successfully of their shell requires a great ef- 
separably connected with our wants and comforts, 
affords a vast range for intellectual action, and use
ful contemplation. The structure and functions of 
animals, as accommodated to their wants and the 
circumstances in which they are placed, claim our 
particular attention. The adaptation of their cov
ering to the temperature of the climate, as well as 
of particular organs to particular necessities, strikes 
the most superficial observer. In the elephan , the 
shortness and stiffness of the neck, renders him in-, 
capable of the necessary motion ; he, therefore, has 
a proboscis, or trunk, which he uses with surprising 
dexterity. The crane, wanting a web to her feet, 
ft unable to swim for her prey : she is therefore fur
nished with long legs, neck and bill, for wading and 
fishing. The bat, deriving no support from her legs 
and feet, is provided with a remarkable hook at 
the angle of her wing, by which she attaches her
self to trees, or rocks, and takes her fl ght from this 
position. The spider, having no wings to pursue his 
prey, is accommodated with his web. The gossam
er spider, privileged beyond the rest of the family, 
presents an exception in this rase. He darts forth 
a thread, throws himself into the air, and rides as in 
a balloon. The snail's visrid matter, secreted from 
her body, serves in the place of an apparatus for 
climbing. The musclp. otherwise the sport of eve
ry wave, spins a thread and moors herself to fixed ob
jects, and rides like a vessel at anchor. The nauti
lus, when ah ut to take a sail, discharges a quanti
ty of water from its little shell, and bv substituting 
air, renders itself lighter than the water : in this 
manner it rises to the surface, erects its arms, ex
pands a membrane between them, and is thus, dri
ven before the wind like a vessel tinder sail : whilst 
two other limbs, that hangover the sides of the shell 
serve for oars and rudder, as occasion requires. At 
the approach of a storm, it lowers its sail, dr ws its 
arms into the shell, and reversing the former open 
tion bvexcltulintr the air and receiving water, sinks 
to the bottom. Bv this extraordinary creature man
kind. in their rude state, were taught, as is sup
posed. the art of navigation ; hence the poet :

“ Learn of the tittle JVaulVue to sail,
Spread the thin oar and catch the driving gale.”

The it nerring law or rule of action, denominated 
Instinct, which enables each species of the brute 
creation to “fill the circle maiked bv Heaven,” 
furnishes to the naturalist a boundless region for the 
exercise of intellect, where his mind is alternately 
excited with emotions of pleasure and admiration.
The irksome task to which the females of the wing
ed tribe submit, week after week, with much care 
and anxiety in thejincubation of their eggs,—the 
riage, contract of pairs of the same tribe to secure the 
labours of both' parents, that of one being incompe
tent to satisfy ;m> cravings of a numerous brood, 
uniformity in the manner of constructing their nests, 
in birds of the same species—these, with tiumefyus 
other striking examples of this'extraordinary gift, 
bestowed on all animated na'ure from the noble 
elephant to the worm and the insect, and wonder
fully adapted to the wants, drfenceand préservai 
of each individual, are so .many evidences of the 
truth of the Apostolic declaration, that “the invi
sible things of Go-1, from t: e creation of the world, 
are clearly seen
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fort ;—if it be cold, they become chilled, and are the grave opens to receive him in every stage ot his 
thus deprived of the neccessary powers for its ac- existence. Of all that are orn o our race on 
complement ;—if it be dry, their shells become fourth dies the first year ; two only, m five, attaltt 
speedidly hardened, and resist their utmost strength; the sixth ; and betöre the twenty-second year one 
in either case the result is fatal. They seem to halt of the generation is consigned to 
foresee all this, and therefore, when they arrive at and thus we become, in our t r , 
the surface, if the weather be found unfavourable, tribes : 
they build a kind of roof over their holes, and thus “Stoop, selfish pride! survey thy kindred forma,
protected, they remain in them, until a warm and Thy brother emmets, and thy sister worms !”
moist air prevails, when they break through, and Without the check to the increase of the human 
suddenly show themselves in great numbers. race, produced by the invasion of death, in the usu-

The whole term of their aerial existence lasts a] way, even life would soon cease to be a blessing, 
but about one month, during which time they provide imc) a more dreadful catastrophe would soon follow, 
for a continuance of the species, and then disappear. Without death, the posterity of two persons only,
I first discovered the females stinging the trees to might amount to more than a million in less than two 
deposit their egg, about the 8th of the 6th month, centuries. In a very few years the human race 
In their choice of the small tender branches of the would be increased three fold : and in little more than 
trees, there are other reasons than their being easi- a century, the earth, in the highest state ot cultiva— 
ly penetrated ; for the eggs lie in the wound seve- tion, with all the resources of the sea, would not be 
ral weeks before they are hatched, and il the bran- capable of furnishing food lor the numbers that 
ches should survive the operation, would be effec- would accumulate, fixing the boundaries ot human 
tually imprisoned by the closing of the incision, fife at eighty years, 
which 1 observed to take place in some very thrifty gut mrm> addition to the necessary checks fixed_ 
young peach trees in my orchard. Hence, these sa- by divine appointment to prevent this overflow of 
gacious insects are directed in their choice, so as mm)bers, has 'established others, destructive of his 
to avoid, generally, such a fatal result, and they are happiness. The brute preys upon other speries, 
careful to inflict such a wound as kills the twig, and Sp„res his own ; but n.an makes a trade ot kill-
tlius the forest and other trees are seen, in the lo- ^is fellow-man. antiwar, with its attendants,
cust-years, with the extremities ot their branches pestilence and famine, sweep millions from the 

These being broken off by the It has been urged by some that war is ne-
wind, carry the young progeny with them to the ct,ssary to preserve the. balance of creation : but 
earth, which they speedily penetrate and commence ÿn pjr prom this, ;t 1ms destroyed it, and the conse- 
their long subterraneous journey. quence has followed, that the largest part ot the

These insects, both in their ascent and decent, earth remains uncultivated, and without inhabitants, 
travel alone : every individual is thus insulated from To war, as one great cause of the deficit m poptt'- 
dl the rest of Ins tribe ; and it is not the least sur- lation, may be added the despotic, lorti.sef govern- 
prising part of the history of this extraordinary an- ment which man has established : building cities, 

1, that the whole family, although thus acting deserting agriculture, and thus exchanging salutary 
and moving, each one solitarily and without concert, labour for luxurious ease and idleness : last y Intern* 
should be able to come together again, after an in- perance claims a conspicuous place among the caus* 
terval of seventeen years, and arrive at the same es originating with man, which scatter misery and 
place, almost in the same moment ot time ! death, in their most horrid forms, among the human

No feature in all the works of nature, is more family, 
striking than the extensive provision made by the Nor does the interruption to the general system 
great Author for the continuance of the different stop here. Although his claim over the animal 
species of both animals and Vegetables. Thus the tribes is limited by his wants and comforts, marl 
number of seeds in one plant of tobacco is said to ex-, commits havoc among them tor his “sport or gust, 
ceed 360,000; a million are found on a single leaf of Thus he wages unceasing hostilities' against tho 
feçn, and the roe of a codfish is computed to out feathered tribes. Birds feed on insects, and serve 
number the whole of the human race ! But whilst as checks to their too great increase, and were it not 
Infinite Wisdom has thus profusely provided for the for the cruel destruction made of these little scuv- 
perpetuation and increase of all the families ol the engers, they would flock around us. and rid oar 
earth, the same wisdom is equally displayed in es- Fruit trees of enemies which we cannot cope with, 
stabling such restraints and checks as effectually notwithstanding all our ingenuity and skill, 
prevent anyone tribe from multiplying in such a from this cause we lose much ot our most delicious 
manner lo endanger the existence of another; thus a fruits,.and are thus admonished of our criminal m- 
large proportion of the seeds of vegetables furnishes terference with the established order of nature. 
provision for the animal kingdom, whilst various Ttmg the further we proceed in the study of 
species of animals subsist by the mutual destruction (tire, the most clearly we shall discover the “strong 
of each other : connexions, nice dependencies,” that exist in all

the parts, and between each part and the whole. 
The necessities of each animal and plant have been 
consulted and provided for by the Great Architect, 
and we arc called to the contemplation of the sub
ject, ns to a source of deep instruction, bv the high
est authority:—“Consider the lilies oi the field, 
how they grow : they toil not neither do they spin, 
and yet I say unto you that Solomon in all his glory 
was not arrayed like one of these” “ Behold the. 
fowls of the air, for they sow not, neither do they 
spin, nor gather into barns, yet your heavenly Fa 
ther feedeth them.”

From the noblest animal to the meanest reptile, a 
feast is spread, and the preservation and balance ot 
the whole, so maintained anti secured by the mighty 
plan, as lo “ leave nothing susceptible of improve
ment ; nothing to be re-modelled ; nothing t.o be 

amended.” ,
I have already exceeded the bounds intended, al- 

thongh 1 have but glanced at the subject—I have 
brought you to the thresh-hold only of nature s 
temple ; permit me to couclude by inviting you to 
step in, examine each compartment, and enjoy the 

intellectual feast !
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—“ Air, earth, and ocean to astonished day,
One scene of blond, one mighty tomb display !
From hunger’s arm the shafts of death are hurled, 
And one great slaughter house the warring world!”

Myriads of insects prey upon plants, and others 
again upon these depredators. 1 iie economy ot 
nature presents, in many case3, surprising traits. 
In some instances; as soon as one. insect deposits its 
eggs, another insect pierces this egg, and deposits 
within it another egg, and the first is hatched with 
the last in its body ! “ The large winged grasshop
per,” says a late writer, “ which flutters with so 
much vivacity through our meadows during the au
tumn. feeds upon vegetable matter, and deposits its 
eggs upon vegetables for the purpose of being sup
ported until matured. Before the grasshopper takes 
wing, the ichneumon alights upon its body, and thrusts 
under Us wing a number of its eggs. i hese slowly 
acquire perfection and become living worms, and 
feed upon the body ol the hapless grasshopper, un
til themselves are ready to take. wing. Bo admira
bly do they perform their office, that they do not 
injure the vital organs ot the insert they are inter
nally devouring, until they are just ready to change 
their state, and at the proper season, hundreds ot 
grasshoppers, in this condition, have just strength 
enough remaining to flutter to a tree or fence, and 
with a dying effort, fix their hooked feet so firmly, 
as to retain their positionjlong after death. Examine 
their bodies after death, and you find an empty shell,

__ filled with large and active worms, just ready
to burst their coverings, and become winged insects.

We have another case analogous to the above, 
furnished by the history of the common pea of our 
minien». In every embryo pea an insect lays an 
eoo-and during the growth of the pea the egg 
hatches a worm which feeds upon the pea : linally 
the worm produces a hue;, which eat9 way out.: 
hence the holes observed in our seed-peas. In this 
instance, as in the other) the nitals ot the pea are
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Wilmington, Oct. 30. 5.M24N imparted to such works by all the ingenuity of man !

The V. Record will insert the above (except N. B.) For this purpose the animal cuts off large trees, and 
until 24th Nov. md forward their bill to this office, as the labour of dragging them on the ground to t ie

— projected site would be difficult, or impossible, lie 
has" the address to fall them towards, or into, the 
water, by which he is enabled to float them down the 
stream. The Wasp cuts his prey into two parts, 
when too heavy to be carried away whole, and the 
Spider, not having instruments to perform this ope
ration,supplies the defect by availing himself of one 
of the mechanical powers ; for he has been seen 
to construct an inclined plane, by dropping two per
pendiculars, and running lines obliquely, from one 
to the other, on these lines ot easy ascent, he read
ily transported a body, heavier than himself, to his 

nest.
The history of the Cicada Septcndecim, or peri

odical Locust, so far as it is known to ns, presents 
some extraordinary facts which seem to exhibit the 

mbined operation of the gifts both of reflection 

and instinct. .
The chrysales of this insect, enter the ground in 

the latter end ofsummer. not hidt the size of a grain 
of flax-seed. We see them no more for the long peri
od of 17 years, when they make their appearance 
again, without having undergone any other change
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Original Anecdote.-—A comical fellow lately tray- 

cllins in the stage through Connecticut and Massa
chusetts, had for his companions a very taciturn set 
of fellows, and to amuse hitnself he thrust his hea» 
out of the stage at every man he met, and halloweo, 
hurra for Jackson ! A strange sound in Yankey Town. 
Passing a brickyard, he sent forth his accustomed 
vociferation at Hodge, who let fly, in return, the 
handful of clay he was moulding, which completely 
masked the countenance of the unfortunate wag. 
He took in his bespattered face, when one of his fel
low travellers, who had not spoken for ,fifty miles, 
observed, “ that man. mast be a Clayite.”
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Ten Dollars Reward.
RAN AWAY from the Subscriber, sometime since, 

s lad named James R. Towns, an apprentice to the 
Shoe-Making business. He is about 20 years old, 
well grown for his age. Had on and took with him a 
Hue cloth coat and pantalets, and blue surtout, to
gether with sundry other clothing. The above re
ward will he paid to any person who will appre
hend said boy, together with reasonable charges if 

___ m brought home. All persons are forbid harbouring 
sale I him at their peril. JAMES SIMPSON.
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